INTRODUCTION
In a free algebraic structurera fini te subset C is a code if and only any objet cannot be obtained by two different compositions (modulo the axioms of the structure) of éléments of C. The code problem consists in determining if a finite subset is a code.
So, in the case of words, a subset C={w u w 2 , . ..,w"}isa code if and only if for every i and je [n] , w ( . C* H w ; .C* = 0. As it is possible to détermine if a rational set is empty, this équivalence proves that the code problem is solvable [12] .
In the case of trees, let us consider the usual substitution on trees (see for example Arnold and Dauchet [1] ). A tree t is said non linear if a variable occurs more than once. Then if we substitute a tree u to such a variable of t, we duplicate w. For instance, if t = b(x, x), we obtain b(u, w), also denoted by t.u. Then it is easy to formulate the code problem on trees in the same way. In the gênerai (linear or not) case of trees, Dauchet [5] proves that this problem is unsolvable. In the linear case (i. e. when every tree of C is linear) the corresponding problem is solvable by using the decidability of the emptyness problem for the rationaî forests. This problem has been thoroughly studied by Nivat [10, 11] . We consider the "smallest generalization" of linear trees, i.e. the class of planar directed ordered acyclic graphs (pdags). In Bossut and Warin [4] it is shown that the code problem for pdags is reducible to the code problem for pairs of words, which is also unsolvable. Hère we consider only connected pdags. We could have thought that the code problem for connected pdags was reducible to the code problem for (non linear) trees by equalities of the form of figure 1.
But it is not true for several reasons. The most intuitive one is that, in the left-hand tree of figure 1, each occurrence of M can have a distinct décomposi-tion when, in the right-hand pdag, there is only one occurrence of u therefore only one décomposition of u. This paper is organized as follows: in section 1, we define the algebraic frame in which we define our pdags. In section 2, we reduce the code problem to the emptiness problem for languages of words by means of dérivations graphs of phrase-structured grammars [6, 9, 13 ].
PRELIMINARIES
We extend the notion of d-d&gs introduced by Kamimura and Slutzki [8] .
1.1. DÉFINITIONS OF pdags. -A doubly-ranked alphabet Z). is a finite set of letters on which are defined two mappings into N called head-rank and tail-rank.
For n, m integer, we dénote by L m the set of letters of tail-rank m;
"E the set of letters of head-rank n;
We interpret a letter of "S m as a labelled node of a graph that has n ordered inputs and m ordered outputs. We define M (E), the set of pdags over S, as U n M(£) m where the sets "M(E) m of pdags over 2 with n inputs m, n e N and m outputs are recursively defîned by: figure 2 represents the resuit of this composition. Example. -For ûte 1 Z 2 and èe 4 E 2 , the pdag obtained by the serial composition of the parallel composition of e, a and s with b is denoted by (e0<z0s).è and can be represented by the graph of figure 3.
i r Figure 3 The underlying algebraic structure for M (S) is the f ree magmoid gêner ated by E. More details about this structure can be found in Arnold and Dauchet [1, 2] , Schnorr [13] , Hotz [7] , Bossut and Warin [3] . £* dénotes the free monoid generated by the alphabet S and the opération 0.
We said that S' is a subgraph of a pdag ô if for some pdags S ls ô 2 , 5 3 , ô 4 we have where y' = 8;.8; +1 and y" = 8;\8;' +1 .
In such a décomposition of a pdag 8, 8" is called the yield of 8. Intuitively, the yield of a pdag is, from left to right, the séquence of the labels of the nodes which have no successor. 
CODE AND DERIVATION PDAGS
2.1. DÉFINITION: A phrase-structure grammar is a System G=<F, T, P) where:
• F is a finite set of letters.
• r<=F, is a set of terminal letters.
• The set P consists of expressions of the form a -> P with a, (3eF + , P is called the set of production rules. We do not consider hère the productions of the form a -• X where X is the empty sentence.
We define, in a classical way, for A e F -T, the language generated by Gfrom axiomA (see Hopcroft and Ullman [6] ) and we dénote it by L(G, A).
Let G= < F, r, P} be a phrase-structured grammar, A eF-T be an axiom and k be the number of rules of P. We associate v' h G and A two sets of pdags CGI and CG2 of M(Z), where E is the doubly-ranked alphabet defîned by:
• if aeT then as^L^ the set of such letters will be still denoted by F.
• if a G T then a' e {L x ; the set of such letters will be denoted T'.
• for i, n and meN, if a 1 . . . a n -> b x . . . b m is the rule number i of P then
• < , ) G 1 T, 1 and # G X Z 3 are three new symbols. where k is the number of rules of P.
Construction of CG 2
If the rule number i of P is of the form a x . the set:
. . a n We let to the reader the construction of the other sets.
LEMMA 2.3: L (G, A) ^ 0 => CG is not a code.

Sketch of proof: If L(G, A)^0
then there exists a word rneT* such that m dérives from A. Let 8 be the pdag associated with this dérivation. From 5, we construct a pdag y of M(L) as follows:
• we replace the root A by a;
• we replace the leaves by the corresponding primed letters; a • we replace each letter a of F which is neither root nor leave by | ; a Such a pdag will be said to be associated with this dérivation. It can be decomposed over CG 1 and also over CG2. Indeed, the pdag y is & juxtaposition of rules of P so it can be decomposed over CG\ and as the rules are correctly Hnked, it can be also decomposed over CG2. Moreover y is of the form of figure 4 because the first applied rule dérives the axiom.
Example .Let us consider the grarnmar of example 2.2, and the following dérivation
A-+aSb->aABb-+cBb -cc Figure 5 shows the dérivation graph corresponding to this dérivation, its associated pdag of M(L) and its décompositions over CG2 and CG 1. Conversely, we prove that if CG is not a code then a pdag admits a décomposition over CG 1 and another over CG2 and therefore L (G, A) is not empty. This proof requires technical preliminary lemmas. HO) . So, roughly speaking, JI(X) and \i(y) must be "superposable" in such a manner that they have at least this letter p in common. Now, if we examine the éléments of CG, either x = y or x = a and yeCGY. But x, y are different because (k u k 2 ) is an irreducible pair of décompositions. Then, with each d" is associated an unique d' of (r U e)* such that
The next lemma proves that for any pdag that admits an irreducible pair of décompositions over CG, its décompositions can be constructed by induction. LEMMA 
Proof
Step 1 : (1), (2) and ( Step 2 ; VieJV, (2) W (3) => (4).
Casel Case 2
Figure 7
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If ^j£e* then some letters that appear in X t belong to the first level of an element of \i(CG\"). On Figure 7 , we have représentée! the two cases that might occur.
Assume that case 2 arises: So, there exist a path from the node labelled > to the node labelled i. Let w be the word composed of the labels of the nodes along the rightmost path from > to i.
Let us dénote by PCG the set of all the paths that go from the top to the bottom of element of CG. So PCG can be defined as foliows: In the first case (i), we will never reach the label >. In the second one (ii), it means that 8 should have the form of figure 8, Figure 8 vol. 25, n° 3, 1991 Thus we corne back to an analogous situation in which appears a new path from a node labelled by < to the node labelled by i. Therefore, this assumption leads to a contradiction.
So only case 1 can occur, and all the letters of the fïrst level of this element of \i(CGl") appear in X i9 then 3d'eCG0, n,meN such that X ( = A,;0d'0X"
where
So we can construct 8 l + 1 , S,' +1 and X i + 1 as exposed in (4b).
Step 3 where X 2 = (eGeGBGbGe) where X 3= ( E G e 6 £ 6 e) Figure 9 Proof : Let us dénote by (p (5) the yield of 8. Let j be the integer such that From lemma 2.5, it is easy to state that, for i^O and i<j: So we can state the last lemma. 
